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Introduction

Exploring Opportunities in Iran’s Hotel Market

Over the past two decades, TRI Consulting has undertaken many market and financial

Iran is a theocratic republic consisting of 31 provinces. The capital of the country is

Following the Islamic Revolution of 1979, Iran has been governed as a theocratic

feasibility studies, highest and best use studies and hotel operator searches for hotel

Tehran, which is located in the northern region of Iran. Other notable cities include

state, whereby the Supreme Leader is the Head of State, who is elected by a council

projects across Iran. With the signing of the initial framework (between the P5+1

Isfahan, Shiraz, Mashhad, Tabriz, Kerman and Yazd.

of experts, who are democratically elected. The first Supreme Leader of Iran, also

nations of US, UK, China, Russia, France & Germany) in July 2013, our work in Iran
significantly increased, advising local, regional and international investors and hotel
management companies.

Iran’s population base accounted for nearly 80 million inhabitants in 2016, making it
the most populous country in the region. One of Iran’s distinct characteristics in the
region is its ethnic diversity which include the Persians, Tats, Kurds, Lurs, Talyshs and

known as the founder of the Republic, was Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, and was
succeeded by Ayatollah Seyyed Ali Khameini in 1989, following the death of his predecessor.

In recent months, we undertook a hotel market opportunities assessment for every

Balochis , among others. The country also has one of the largest youth populations in

The next most significant political figure after the Supreme Leader is the President,

city in Iran with over one million people. This article, provides extracts of our work

the world, representing as much as 60-65 percent of the total population and a larger

who is at the head of the government and is elected every four years. The current

focusing on hotel opportunities in Isfahan, Kish Island, Mashhad, Shiraz, Tabriz and

number than the entire Saudi Arabian population.

President is Hassan Rouhani, who took office after the 2013 Iranian presidential

Tehran.

elections and took over the presidency of Mahmoud Ahmadinejad. One perculiairty of

Economy

the Iranian political system is that the President does not have underlining responsi-

Since the 1990s, Iran’s economy has witnessed significant economic growth, fuelled
by a strong trade activity, a relatively diversified economy in comparison to its Middle
Eastern neighbours and a strong hydrocarbon sector. The culmination of these factors

dent of Iran is to oversee and direct the economic performance of the country.
The legislative elections held in February 2016 resulted in one of the most significant

tivity and enhanced its standards of living. This has resulted in improved income

shifts in political landscape as moderates and reformists won an overwhelming major-

equality and fortified labour potential in relation to similar developing nations.

ity in both the parliament and assembly of experts. This sets an encouraging tone for

rating foreign relations and inefficient domestic reforms severely impacted Iran’s true
potential.

Key Indicators
Nominal GDP (US$ mn)

investment and policies for the next eight years as President Rouhani now has the
support needed to push through his policies and agendas which are needed to continue to bring Iran into the international scene. However, the 2017 presidential elections
will be of significance, particularly if the country wants to maintain its current positive
momentum.
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With Iran’s hydrocarbon wealth, large population and economic diversity, the lifting
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Iran’s true potential. The reintegration with the global banking system is an important
step for the country as it will see a significant reduction in the costs of imports, ease
trading conditions and allow for the establishment of credit lines, all of which will

Iran’s economic base is primarily driven by the hydrocarbon sector (oil production

The Islamic Republic of Iran is a country located in a strategic area of the Middle East,

are under the authority of the Supreme Leader. The key responsibility of the Presi-

coupled with a dynamic and well educated workforce increased the country’s produc-

However, the poor macro-economic management by previous governments, deterio-

Country Overview

bility over certain functions such as foreign policy matters and armed forces, which

constitutes 23 percent of the country’s GDP) which provides both upstream and

boost investment conditions. According to the IMF, the reconnection to SWIFT alone
could result in an additional percentage point in annual GDP growth.

downstream industries. Iran’s industrial production contributed to more than 46

There are encouraging signs of activity since the lifting of sanctions with various

percent of the country's economy in 2014.

European, Asian and Australasian government and business delegations visiting Iran

between the Persian Gulf and Strait of Hormuz which is a key maritime channel for
approximately 30 percent of global seaborne oil exports and the Caspian Sea, which is

Iran is advantaged by its abundant natural resources in comparison to its neighbour-

set to become a key trade route between Iran and Russia.

ing countries which includes approximately 9.3 percent of global oil reserves, while
holding the world’s second largest natural gas reserves, after Russia. Such large re-

and signing new trade agreements and MOUs. Furthermore, the unfreezing of US$
100 billion will allow Iran to invest in key projects including revitalising the nation’s oil

production, improving aged public infrastructure and boosting the economy.

The country stretches over a total land area of 1.648 million square kilometres with

serves of hydrocarbons effectively dominate governmental incomes as they represent

After decades of Isolation, the recent lifting of crippling economic sanctions and

2,440 kilometres of coastline, making it the second largest nation in the Middle East.

approximately 80 percent of all exports and 60 percent of government income.

improving relations with the international community, Iran is poised to enter into a

Iran also shares the most number of borders in the region, with Pakistan and Afghani-

new era of long term economic growth.

stan in the east, Armenia, Azerbaijan and Turkmenistan in the north and Iraq and
Turkey in the west.
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Iran’s Hospitality & Tourism Market

Exploring Opportunities in Iran’s Hotel Market

From a tourism perspective, Iran has many attractive features including a rich cultural

According to the Tourism Plan, the industry will need over US$ 11 billion worth of

heritage, an expansive mountain range, religious and archaeological sites, ideal cli-

public investment, with the government allocating US$ 9 billion under the budget and

mate and a world renowned arts and crafts industry.

the remainder to come from government credit lines.

According to governmental agencies in Iran, the country received 5 million foreign

Recent changes to visa regulations have demonstrated the government’s focus on

tourists in the 2014/2015 period, of which 2.5 million tourists visited for religious

boosting international tourism. Visitors from 190 countries are now able to obtain a

purposes.

visa upon arrival. Furthermore, there are currently plans to introduce an electronic

Iran is home to several important religious sites for Shia Muslims, making religious

visa for international tourists before the end of 2016.

“With only 112 five and four star hotels throughout the
country, Iran has significant opportunities for future hotel
development”
The opening of Accor’s Novotel and Ibis hotels at Imam Khomeini International Airport
and the signing of Rotana and Melia hotels in Tehran, Mashhad and the Caspian Sea,

will give Iran’s hotel market a much needed boost not only in the quality of products
but most importantly in the improvement of service levels.

tourism a key component of the country’s tourism model. Key sites include the Shrine

Leisure tourism is the main purpose of travel and accounts for 93 percent of all do-

of Imam Reza and Goharshad Mosque in Mashhad and the Hazrat-e-Masumeh in

mestic trips. Leisure trips also include religious pilgrims, cultural tourists and visiting

Qom. Religious travellers primarily originate from Shiite majority countries such as

friends and relatives. Corporate travel within the domestic market is relatively limited

Syria, Iraq, and Yemen and to a lesser extent from GCC countries. Mashhad remains

due to the non-proliferation of other industries that do require travel (besides the oil

the top destination for domestic and international religious travellers with the city

industry), while our market research also indicates that this segment also includes

attracting over 25 million pilgrims annually.

government travel. We consider that with the lifting of sanctions in early 2016, the

Our review of the Iran hotel market highlights immediate opportunities within the

domestic tourism market will see greater activity and has potential for significant

economy, midscale and upscale segments, particularly in the key cities of Tehran,

growth in the coming years .

Mashhad, Isfahan, Shiraz and Tabriz.

Iran’s tourism offer is also advantaged by its unique list of archaeological and cultural
sites. These comprise a total of 17 UNESCO World Heritage Sites located in cities such
as Isfahan, Tehran, Fars and Pars. The country’s landscape includes a wide array of

The diversity, range and uniqueness of Iran’s attractions and landscape creates an
opportunity for the country to become a leading tourism destination not only in the
region but globally.

Iran’s Hotel Market

ecotourism sites such as forests, national parks, waterfalls and lakes.
Based upon the latest official figures, Iran has a total of 1,077 hotels of which only 112
Inbound tourists are vital to the country developing the tourism industry as a key

were classified as either five and four star. A majority of Iran’s hotel supply comprises

contributor to GDP. As per statistics released by the Deputy Head of the Iran Cultural

of poor quality hotels of one, two and three star in standard. The hotel market

Heritage, Handicrafts and Tourism Organisation (CHTHO), the travel sector earned

throughout the country is characterised by old, dated properties (much of which was

Iran US$ 5-6 billion in revenue in the last fiscal year (April 2013 – March 2014).

built prior to the 1979 Islamic Revolution) and in some places, a complete lack of hotel

The development and growth of the country’s tourism industry has become one of

supply.

the key focus of the government. The Tourism Vision 2025 Plan outlines a goal to

When comparing Iran’s hotel supply to comparable regional and international mar-

- Vast landscapes and climates

increase Iran’s share of the world’s tourists from 0.9% (2004) to 1.5% in 2025, re-

kets (Egypt +1,000 , Turkey +3,000), it is evident that Iran has an insufficient hotel

- Numerous and diverse types of tourism

sulting in a total of 25 million visitors and US$ 25 billion in tourism receipts.

ment and support from all related industries.
Iran’s Tourism Product Offerings
Type of Tourism
Religious

Attractions
Shah-Abdol-Azim Shrine, Imam Reza Shrine, Jamkaran, Fatameh Masumeh Shrine, Shah Cheragh, Imamzadeh Hamzah,
Goharshad Mosque

Ski

Dizin, Mount Tochal, Shemshak Darbandsar, Abali, Alvares

Mountaineering

Mount Damavand, Mount Deva, Mount Alvand, Mount Sabalan

Cultural

Ecotourism

Golestan Palace, Contemporary Art Museum, Ghanj Al Khan
Museum, Persepolis, Soltaniyeh Dome, Kandowan Village,
Grand Bazaar Tehran & Tabriz, Shah’s Palaces, Bam & Rayen
Citadels, Kaluts

attractions which can appeal to multiple
market sectors

supply across all market sectors.

With the country attracting over 5 million visitors in the 2014/2015 period, the goal to
increase this number to 25 million seems ambitious and will need significant invest-

Iran’s Hospitality and Tourism Industry — SWOT Analysis
Strengths

Iran Hotel Supply—2015
Rating

Hotels

5 Star
4 Star

- Strong rail, road and air connectivity within

Rooms

Beds

29

6,124

12,723

83

8,006

18,067

3 Star

237

12,479

31,831

2 Star

300

9,789

22,737

1 Star

428

10,539

26,674

TOTAL

1,077

46,937

112,032

Iran’s major tourism destinations
- Value of Iranian Rial makes international

travel to Iran affordable
- The

current government’s intention to
develop its tourism industry

- Proximity to several feeder markets

development of existing hotels. In addition, when compared to other regional markets
Iran suffers from a lack of hotel expertise.

tion
- No detailed tourism strategy in place
- Limited

funding allocated towards the
development of key tourism infrastructure

- Islamic restrictions which prevent the service

of alcohol and dress code requirements for
women and men

Threats
- Growing unrest in the region may deter

- Long term approach to forming a strategy

and marketing the destination on a global
level
international firms in the development of
the tourism industry
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- Poor quality of existing hotel accommoda-

Opportunities

- Allow the investment and participation of

Angooran Protected Area, Valasht Lake, Cave Ali Sadr, Abr
Forests, Golestan National Park, Shevi Waterfalls, Sand Beaches along the Persian Gulf.

able to handle surge in tourism arrivals in
years to come

- A combined effort by the government to

prioritise, invest and develop the industry

Iran’s hotel market requires extensive investment into greenfield sites and the re-

Weaknesses
- Current airport infrastructure may not be

potential travellers
- Perception of Iran, particularly by the west as

unwelcoming
- Global uncertainty regarding Iran’s nuclear

programme
- A potential snapback of sanctions if Iran fails

to adhere to terms of the nuclear agreement.

2016

Isfahan

Exploring Opportunities in Iran’s Hotel Market

Isfahan’s rich cultural history, strong heritage, vast array of architectural wonders

As a result of the significant historical and cultural importance of Isfahan, in 2006 it

around the periphery of the city. Universities, medical institutions and the Expo

and UNESCO World Heritage Sites is why the city has the title of Iran’s top tourism

was named the Cultural Capital of the Islamic World and in 2010 was given the title

Centre also serve as important demand generators for the city’s hotels.

destination. It’s history dates back to the early 16th century, when it was one of the

of the Culture and Civilization Capital of the Islamic Republic of Iran.

largest cities in the world and also the capital of ancient Persia. Isfahan is now the
fourth largest city in Iran in terms of population and the third largest city by area.

known for having a strong industrial base, with a high concentration of heavy and

Located 340 kilometres south of Tehran, Isfahan lies at the intersection of the main

semi heavy industries including a nuclear research facility, steel and iron factories,

north-south and east-west routes crossing Iran. Owing to its historical significance

stone mines, agricultural mills and petrochemical and oil refineries. Most factories

and near central location in the heart of Iran, the city is a popular holiday destination

and industries are located in the outskirts of the city and do not encroach on Isfa-

and a big draw for a large number of domestic tourists, especially during the summer

han’s leisure attractions.

months and festivals such as Nowruz.
Due to its easy accessibility via road, the majority of domestic visitors to Isfahan

Market Outlook

In addition to its popularity as a leading tourism destination in Iran, Isfahan is also

Isfahan’s Hotel Market

travel by car from other areas of the country, making air travel the less preferred

Isfahan’s diverse range of cultural, religious and historical attractions is unfortunately

option to reach the city. In 2015, less than half of the visitors to Isfahan arrived

not reflected in the city’s accommodation market. The city is significantly under

through Isfahan International Airport and of which 252,000 were international visi-

supplied with only 48 hotels offering 1,986 rooms, of which there is only one five star

tors.

hotel and five four star hotels. The majority of the supply is positioned as either one

Isfahan’s popularity with domestic travellers will continue to drive occupancy levels ,
however the beauty, history and cultural attractions of the city will place it at the
forefront of ‘must see’ destinations for a growing international tourist market.
Furthermore, Isfahan will form an important part of a wider tourism route which is
expected to include the neighbouring destinations of Shiraz, Yazd and Kerman.
The limited existing hotel supply in Isfahan will have a positive impact on market
wide performance levels over the next 2-3 years, however it will also raise challenges
in supporting the expected visitor growth. Newly announced hotel development
remains limited to a select number of projects on the outskirts of the city, however
significant opportunities remain in key areas surrounding the Imam Square and along
the banks of the Zavanderud River.

or two star. A unique aspect of Isfahan’s hotel market is the offering of accommoda-

tion within traditional hotels and houses which focus on providing traditional Persian
hospitality in uniquely styled rooms and facilities. The properties generally offer a
very limited number of rooms (5-25 keys) as they are conversions of former palaces
and large family homes.
The city’s only five star rated hotel, the Abbasi Hotel is a 300 year old hotel which
was built during Shah Abbasi’s reign and was originally developed to house workers,

Tehran

engineers who worked on building the famous Imam Square which is a few kilometres from the hotel. The remainder of the supply is old, dated and in need of significant refurbishment. The limited supply of accommodation and strong leisure and

Isfahan

corporate demand has resulted in hotels achieving year wide occupancies in excess

of 77 percent, in all segments.

Isfahan’s famous Si-o-Sol Bridge is one of the most visited attractions in the city

“The limited supply of hotels across all segments is the
greatest challenge for visitor growth yet creates the greatest opportunity for developers, investors and operators”

Isfahan International Airport is serviced by all leading Iranian Airlines as well as a

The domestic leisure segment is the largest demand segment in Isfahan with Iranians

number of international carriers including Fly Dubai, Saudi Airlines and Turkish Air-

travelling to the city to visit key attractions such as the Imam Square, Menar Jonban

lines. Furthermore, Austrian Airlines has recently launched four weekly flights to

(Shaking Minarets) and the Masjid-e-Jame. In the past 12-18 months, hoteliers have

Isfahan, making it the first European carrier to offer flights to the city.

reported a growing number of international visitors, particularly from Europe and

Isfahan is renowned for its architectural attractions and is known to have the highest
density of cultural and historical sites in the country, including a UNESCO World

Australasia. This growth is expected to continue as the recent lifting of sanctions and
reduced travel restrictions opens up the country to the international travel industry.

Heritage Site (The Imam Square). The city’s tree-lined boulevards, landscaped gar-

Isfahan also benefits from strong secondary demand emanating from the corporate

dens, bazaars, palaces, bridges, mosques and minarets are key attractions for tour-

segment, which is generated through the various manufacturing and industrial

ists.

complexes which includes industrial mills, iron factories and stone mines located
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Key Figures
1.8 million

253,090

3.0 million

Population (2015)

International Tourists

Total Tourists

48

1,986

1.1 million

Hotels

Rooms

Airport Passengers
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Kish Island

Exploring Opportunities in Iran’s Hotel Market

Kish Island is located 19 kilometres off the southern coast of mainland Iran and covers

The Island has gained popularity over the past decade as a ‘visa run’ destination for a

However, Kish Island has seen renewed growth in corporate activity in the past 18

an area of 91 square kilometres. Often referred to as ‘The Pearl of the Persian Gulf’ or

number of Asian, African and Eastern European nationals who are waiting for the

months as foreign companies choose the island as their first point of entry to the

‘Gateway to Iran’, the island is part of the Hormozgan Province and has an estimated

renewal of their employment permits or visit visas from the United Arab Emirates,

country rather than establishing themselves on the mainland.

population of 25,000, with over one million people visiting the island annually.

notably Dubai.

Despite its modern façade comprising numerous malls, beaches and resort hotels,

Due to its proximity to Dubai and the GCC region (30 minutes by flight from Dubai),

Kish Island has a rich history dating back to 325 BC when Alexander the Great commis-

Kish Island plans to capitalize on its locational advantage and leisure offerings by

sioned voyages into the Persian Gulf and the Sea of Oman. Kish Island’s history is also

attracting a higher number GCC residents and nationals in the upcoming years, who

reflected in its numerous tourist attractions such as the 1,000-year old underground

are expected to make significant contributions to the Island’s tourism economy.

aqueduct, also called the ’Underground City’, which was built for transporting water
supply across the different parts of the island.

Kish Island’s tourism proposition is focused around retail, leisure and water sports
activities. Due to the landlocked nature of most Iranian cities, Iranians travel to Kish

Kish Island was primarily established as an exclusive resort destination by Shah Mo-

Island to enjoy the vast coastline, beaches and temperate climate. Although males

hammad Reza Pahlavi who wanted to cater to the elite international tourists by offer-

and females need to use segregated beaches, most visitors opt for the various water

ing five star hotels and resorts, shopping centres and casinos. However, with the

sports activities which include motor boating, kayaking, snorkelling and diving. The

advent of more conservative laws and restrictions following the Islamic Revolution in

deep history of Kish Island extends the tourism offering through a number of archaeo-

1979, Kish Island lost its appeal to international visitors and now caters to the more

logical sites.

Market Outlook
The removal of sanctions on Iran is expected to have a positive effect on the country’s
economy and will help alleviate the current challenges faced by the hotel market on
Kish Island which includes a heavy reliance on travel agents, dated hotel supply and
competition from neighbouring destinations. The Island is also expected to witness
greater growth in corporate demand on the back of its tax-free status and opportunities for international firms to trade and gain entry into Iran’s untapped commercial
sector.
The economy and midmarket hotels offer the greatest potential for investors and
operators, particularly as price conscious travellers are expected to continue to drive
demand in the foreseeable future.

conservative Iranian nationals.

“ The lifting of sanctions will boost Kish Island’s hotel
industry as corporate, leisure and conference demand is
expected to return”
Kish Island’s Hotel Market
Tehran

The hotel market on Kish Island is characterised by a large proportion of three star
properties, followed by two star and four star hotels. Many hotels are classified as
‘visa change’ hotels, which primarily cater to the transient demand emanating from
visitors who frequent the island for ’visa runs’.
The majority of five-star properties on the Island were built prior to the Islamic Revolution in 1979, with minimal efforts being undertaken to renovate or refurbish the
dated structures. The limited number of five star hotels on the Island primarily cater
to leisure guests and rely heavily on travel agencies and domestic tourists to fill up
rooms. Coupled with substandard product offerings, the performance levels of five
Kish Island’s newest hotel, The Toranj Resort offers Maldives' inspired overwater villas

Kish Island was designated as a free trade zone in 1989 in an attempt to encourage
foreign direct investment and boost tourism on the island, including investment
incentives such as 100 percent foreign ownership, a 20-year tax exemption, extended

legal guarantees, protection and tax-free trade. However, this initiative has failed to
lure substantial foreign investment with only 20% of the companies in Kish’s free
trade zone involving foreign partners. Conversely, the conversion to a free-trade zone
has worked well in attracting significant investment from Iranian companies, who are

Kish Island

star hotels have been severely impacted, impeding their growth in the market.
Despite these drawbacks, hotel supply continues to increase on the back of rapid
development on the Island. Along with stiff competition from neighbouring holiday

Key Figures

destinations, hotels on Kish Island are being forced to rely heavily on tour operators

and travel agencies to maintain occupancy levels. However, in order to be competitive, hotels are offering significant discounts on room rates, resulting in a decline in
performance levels throughout the Island’s hotel market.

taking advantage of the tax-free environment by engaging in the development of

Currently, domestic leisure tourists constitute the highest percentage of demand for

numerous real estate projects such as hotels, residential buildings and shopping malls.

Kish hotels, followed by the corporate segment which forms secondary demand.
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25,000

156,312

1.5 million

Population (2015)

International Tourists

Total Tourists

49

4,078

1.3 million

Hotels

Rooms

Airport Passengers
2016

Mashhad

Exploring Opportunities in Iran’s Hotel Market

With a population of 2.5 million, Mashhad is Iran’s second most populous city and is

The city is also experiencing strong development into new industries with the con-

the capital of the Razavi Khorasan Province. The city is located in the north east of the

struction of the 130,000 sqm Mashhad International Financial Centre (commercial and

country, proximate to the borders of Turkmenistan and Afghanistan, and spans an

finance) and the 600,000 sqm Mashhad Mall Complex (retail and entertainment).

area of approximately 850 square kilometres.

Market Outlook
Mashhad’s position as the main religious tourism destination for Shia Muslims will
continue to generate high levels of demand for the city’s hotel market in the future.

Mashhad International Airport is the country’s second busiest airport, serving over

However, the city could face an oversupply situation as the pace of development is

four million passengers in 2015. The airport is serviced by both regional and interna-

expected to exceed the increase in demand for hotel rooms.

tional carriers such as Emirates Airlines, Turkish Airlines and Qatar Airways, which
operate regular flights to and from the city.

We feel that the current supply of hotels in the city, which is dominated by small,
locally branded one, two and three star hotels are likely to see demand drop as higher

Mashhad’s Hotel Market

quality, internationally branded hotels start to enter the market.

Mashhad has the highest concentration of hotels in Iran comprising over 10 percent of
the existing supply in the country with the majority being located in and around the
Imam Reza Shrine. The vast majority of the properties (84%) are one, two and three
star hotels, and are positioned to cater to the price conscious religious pilgrims.
Although the market is dominated by budget accommodation, Mashhad has a number
of quality four and five star hotels. In addition to the high density of properties located close to the Imam Reza Shrine, there are a number of large five star properties

However, significant efforts being made by the local tourism authorities to close down
a large number of unlicensed hotels in the city, which will help mitigate the over
supply situation and create a greater balance between supply and demand.
Opportunities remain in Mashhad for both investors and operators as the growing
global Shia Muslim population, lower visa restriction’s and economic diversification
will result in continued demand growth over the medium and long term.

located outside of the centre. Due to their larger and more diverse facilities, the
properties attract a higher proportion of corporate and MICE demand which is driven
Mashhad’s Imam Reza Shrine attracts millions of pilgrim every year.

Labelled as Iran’s holiest city, Mashhad is renowned for housing the tomb of Imam
Reza, the eighth Shia Imam, who was martyred in the city. The Imam Reza Shrine
draws over 25 million pilgrims annually with the complex encompassing an area of
600,000 square metres and comprising of the Gohardshad Mosque, a library, a museum and the University of Islamic Sciences.
The city is also the hometown of some of the most recognized Iranian literary figures
and artists such as Ferdowsi, Mehdi Akhavan Sales and Mohammad Reza Shajarian.
Mashhad is often referred to as the City of Ferdowsi, a renowned Iranian poet who
wrote ‘Shahnameh’, which is considered to be the national epic of Iran. Ferdowsi and
Akhavan Sales are both buried in Tus, an ancient city that is considered to be the
origin of the current city of Mashhad.
Mashhad’s tourism industry is heavily reliant on religious tourism, primarily comprising of domestic Iranian pilgrims. Approximately one-fourth of the international visitors
to Mashhad are pilgrims from neighbouring Iraq, while Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Bahrain
and Lebanon are other key source markets.

by the medical, educational and financial industries.

Mashhad

“The overwhelming demand from religious tourism has
resulted in Mashhad being Iran’s single largest hotel
market comprising over 16% of hotels and 27% of rooms
and 29% of beds in the country”

Tehran

Due to the strong reliance on religious demand (upwards of 85 percent of total demand) and the impact of strong seasonality patterns, Mashhad achieves annual occupancy levels between 55-65 percent. The market’s high season occurs during the
Iranian New Year (Nowruz), the holy month of Muharram and the summer months.
The low season starts from October and continues through the cooler winter months
with demand returning in mid March.
Mashhad’s hotel market has been subject to a consistent growth in supply over the
past few years due to the rising number of pilgrims visiting the city each year. Areas
surrounding the Holy Shrine are witnessing rapid development, with the entry of a

Key Figures

number of new hotel developments. The rapid increase in hotel supply, particularly in

In addition to its position as a religious destination, Mashhad has a diverse economy

the number of unlicensed hotels, (which are now being subject to government scruti-

which is driven by agriculture, medical, manufacturing and other industries. Further-

ny), has restrained performance growth among the city’s hotels in recent years.

more, Mashhad has a number of leading educational facilities with the Ferdowsi
University being one of the top five universities in the country which has over 26,000
students.
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2.5 million

1.5 million

25 million

Population (2015)

International Tourists

Total Tourists

172

13,013

4.2 million

Hotels

Rooms

Airport Passengers
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Shiraz

Exploring Opportunities in Iran’s Hotel Market

With a population of 1.7 million, Shiraz is the fifth most populous city in Iran and is

Shiraz’s economy further benefits from having a well-established

the capital of the Fars Province. The city is located in the south west of Iran at the foot

healthcare facilities including hospitals, clinics and medical centres that cater to a

network of

of the Zagros Mountains, 919 kilometres south of Tehran.

large number of Iranians seeking economical and specialised medical treatment such
as operations, transplants and cosmetic surgery. Shiraz’s reputation in providing high
quality yet affordable medical services has resulted in the city attracting an increasing
number of medical tourists from neighbouring countries and the GCC. Furthermore,
Shiraz has a high proportion of medical educational facilities and universities resulting

in the city having one of the highest concentrations of medical students, doctors and
medical professionals in the country.

As new hospitals and medical facilities continue to be built in Shiraz, this segment is
expected to see continued growth in the foreseeable future.

Market Outlook
Shiraz benefits from a wide range and number of cultural and leisure attractions
found in and around the city, which serve as important drivers of demand for tourism,
particularly Iranian nationals. However, the lifting of sanctions and Iran’s reemergence into the global tourism market will result in Shiraz being one of the key
benefactors of increased international tourism activity.

“The cultural and historical significance of Shiraz and proximity to Persepolis and Pasargadae will solidify it’s position
as one of Iran’s premier tourism destinations”
Shiraz International Airport serves as the largest airport in the southern region of Iran
and acts as the major access point for visitors to the city. Since undergoing a renova-

Furthermore, the city’s large commercial base and growing medical sector will ensure
that the market continues to have a diversified demand base limiting seasonal issues.
With strong performance levels and limited current and future supply, Shiraz presents
one of the strongest opportunities for future investment and development within the
hospitality and tourism sector in Iran.

tion in 2005, the airport is identified as one of the most modern and reliable airports

in the country. The airport handled over 1.3 million passengers in 2015, making it the
fourth busiest airport in Iran.
The famous Eram Gardens in Shiraz were declared an UNESCO World Heritage Site in 2011

Shiraz is one of the oldest cities in Iran, with a history dating back to 2,000 B.C. In the
13th century, Shiraz was the leading centre for arts, culture, literature and trade in
the country and this image has transcended through time, with the city being referred
to as the ’Cultural Capital of Iran’. The city is also home to a number of renowned
Iranian scholars, artists and poets such as Hafez and Saadi, whose tombs are located
in the city and visited by hundreds of thousands of tourists every year.
The city’s position as the capital during the Safavid and Zand Dynasties resulted in
extensive development which included palaces, tombs, mosques and a number of
gardens and parks, resulting in Shiraz being also referred to as the ‘City of Gardens’.
Within a relatively short driving distance from Shiraz are two leading UNESCO World

Shiraz’s Hotel Market
Although Shiraz has a higher number of four and five star hotels than other key destinations in Iran (11 hotels), the market is still deemed to be underserved with only a

Tehran

total of 34 properties and 2,361 rooms.
The city’s diverse offerings include a wide range of leisure attractions, a well established industrial base and a large number of educational and medical centres which

serve as key demand generators for Shiraz’s hotel market. Furthermore, the variety of
demand generators put the city’s hotel market at a competitive advantage over other

Shiraz

hotel markets in the country which are served by niche demand generators such as
religious sites or commercial zones.

Heritage Sites, the ancient city of Persepolis and the Tomb of Cyrus the Great, commonly referred to as Pasargadae. These two sites collectively attract over a million

As a result, the four and five star hotels enjoy heathy occupancy levels throughout the

visitors annually. The cultural importance and great historical value of these sites are

year, limiting the impact of seasonality. However, the reduction of domestic leisure

a major draw for not only the large domestic tourism market but also for international

visitors in the cooler months does impact average rate performance as discounted

visitors.

corporate segment drives demand levels. Domestic leisure tourism is the primary
demand generator for hotels in Shiraz, however since the signing of the interim agree-

In addition to the city’s tourism offering, Shiraz is also a major commercial hub in Iran

ment, hoteliers in the city have reported an increase in international leisure visitors

as it houses numerous factories, manufacturing plants and industries producing

from Europe and Asia.

cement, sugar, fertilizers, textiles and rugs. Moreover, the city also has a major oil
refinery, Iran’s first solar power plant and is the epicentre of Iran’s electronic indus-

As previously stated, medical tourism is becoming a key demand generator (9% of

tries.

total demand) for hotels in Shiraz, with the city witnessing an increasing number of
medical tourists (Iranian and GCC nationals) who visit the city for affordable medical
treatments and procedures.
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Tabriz

Exploring Opportunities in Iran’s Hotel Market

Covering an area of 324 square kilometres and with over 1.8 million people, Tabriz is

Apart from a strong cultural and industrial presence, Tabriz is also regraded as one of

the largest city in the northern region and the sixth largest in Iran. The city is located

Iran’s premier educational centres as it houses some of the country’s most prominent

approximately 150 kilometres south of Azerbaijan, and is the capital of the East Azer-

universities and higher education institutes such as the University of Tabriz and the

The limited supply of quality hotels throughout the city coupled with strong year

baijan Province.

Tabriz University of Medical Sciences.

round corporate and seasonal leisure demand positions Tabriz as one of the strongest

Due to its proximity to Azerbaijan, the majority of residents in Tabriz are ethnic Azeri

Tabriz International Airport is the only international airport in the East Azerbaijan

Turks with Azeri being the predominant language spoken amongst the resident popu-

province and is primarily serviced by domestic carriers. However the airport is served

Due to the large scale manufacturing and industrial activity, the lifting of sanctions is

lation.

by a limited number of international carriers which has restricted direct entry from

expected to see further continued growth as production, sales and exports of prod-

key source markets.

ucts increase. Furthermore the wide range of historical and cultural attractions will be

Market Outlook

performing yet underserved markets in Iran.

Until the early 1970’s, Tabriz was the second largest city in Iran and has been the
capital of the country on numerous occasions throughout history. Tabriz’s history

a major draw for international visitors, enabling Tabriz to attract its fair share of the

Tabriz’s Hotel Market

international tourist market.

dates back to the Sassanian Era (224-651 A.D.), during which most of the city’s existing monuments and tombs were constructed. However, the city had a far greater

Tabriz’s strong economic activity and large population is not reflected in the size and

density of historical structures and monuments in the past, most of which were de-

quality of the city’s hotel market. With a total of 17 hotels and 1,037 rooms, Tabriz is

stroyed as a result of wars, negligence of ruling governments as well as natural disas-

one of the most underserved markets in Iran.

ters such as earthquakes and floods.

four star) while the majority of hotels fall under the economy or mid-market seg-

major attractors for domestic and international leisure tourists. These attractions

ment . Furthermore the quality of the two, three and some four star hotels are well

include the Golestan Park, which is the oldest park in Tabriz, and the Tabriz Grand

below international standards and in desperate need of refurbishment and renova-

Bazaar which was built during the Sassanian Dynasty and is the largest covered bazaar

tion.

been declared a World Heritage Site.

greatest opportunity for developers and investors, however opportunities remain for
additional upscale and upper upscale hotels.

The hotel market is limited to a small number of good quality properties, (2 five star, 2

The city also has a large concentration of old bazaars, parks and gardens which are

and one of the oldest in the world. Due to its cultural and historical significance it has

The city’s midmarket segment, particularly in and around central Tabriz presents the

Tabriz

“With only 17 hotels and 1,037 rooms and strong year
round occupancy, Tabriz is one of the most underserved
hotel markets in Iran”

Tehran

Due to a limited supply of good quality accommodation options, the existing four and
five star properties benefit from strong occupancy levels year round, albeit average
room rates remain at par with five star hotels in other key markets.
The high demand creates a flow-on effect for the lower level hotels, however due to
the poor quality of these properties, their average rate performance is dramatically
lower than the upscale properties.
The majority of visitors to Tabriz are Iranians who travel to the city for both commercial and leisure purposes, however, the city also receives 500,000 international visitors who are primarily from the neighbouring countries of Turkey, Azerbaijan, Armenia and Iraq.

Key Figures

Tabriz’s strong commercial and industrial production results in the corporate segment
The Grand Bazaar in Tabriz is the world’s largest covered Bazaar and dates back over 1,000 years

In addition to the city’s historical attractions, Tabriz is a major heavy industry hub for
automobile, machine tools, textiles, cement and petrochemical production. The city is

dominating hotel demand in the city. However, due to the city’s extensive attractions,
retail offering and more favourable weather conditions during the summer months,
domestic leisure demand contributes upwards of 40 percent of total demand.

also famous for its handicrafts industry, producing authentic Tabrizi style Persian

Unlike other key markets in the country, Tabriz benefits from limited seasonality of

carpets and rugs. Tabriz is also renowned for its locally made chocolates and confec-

demand as the strong corporate segment contributes to healthy occupancy levels

tionaries, which are popular throughout Iran.

during the cold winter months.
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Tehran

Exploring Opportunities in Iran’s Hotel Market

With a population of over 16.0 million residents and covering an area of 683 square

Pahlavi reign in Iran, the Milad Tower, Golestan Palace, Ferdowsi Garden and Tabiaat

The growth of international tourist is expected to rise rapidly in 2016 with three major

kilometres, Tehran is Iran’s largest city and also the capital of the country. The city is

Bridge. Tehran also has a number of well-known museums such as the National Muse-

European airlines (KLM, Air France and British Airways) recommencing regular flights

located in the northern part of Iran at the foot of the Alborz Mountains and is about

um of Iran, Carpet Museum of Iran and the Museum of Contemporary Arts, which is

to Tehran.

1,200 metres above sea level. Due to its geographical location, Tehran remains hot

popular for its extensive collection of paintings by world renowned artists such as Van

and dry in the summer, with the temperature dropping significantly in winter.

Gogh and Andy Warhol.

Market Outlook

Since the 1950’s, Tehran has witnessed mass migrations to the city from all over Iran,

Tehran is served by two airports, the Imam Khomeini International Airport (IKIA) and

Tehran’s position as Iran’s capital coupled with a large population base, strong com-

primarily due to its rapid growth on the economic front with several large industries

the Mehrabad Airport, both of which serve as the gateway to the city for the majority

mercial sector and limited supply of hotels is expected to raise performance levels of

establishing their presence in the city. Consequently, Tehran’s population surged,

of domestic and international visitors. While IKIA handles all the international flights,

the hotel market in the foreseeable future. Although, the market is expected to see a

increasing six times from the figure recorded in the early 1950’s. Tehran’s population

Mehrabad Airport is mainly serviced by the domestic carriers and charter flights. Both

small increase in supply in the coming years, the overall demand dynamics and mar-

explosion has resulted in the city becoming the second largest city in Western Asia

airports collectively handled over 10 million passengers in 2015.

ket characteristics can, in our opinion, support the introduction of numerous hotels

and the third largest city in the Middle East.

within all segments without impacting the performance of the existing (quality) prop-

Tehran’s Hotel Market

erties.

With a total of 99 hotels, Tehran is the second largest hotel market in the country,
after Mashhad. Despite being the country’s capital and commercial centre, Tehran
hotel market is significantly underserved with only 18 four and five star properties
with the remaining being poor quality one, two and three star hotels.

As the benefits of sanctions relief continue to improve economic conditions and
foreign investment, Tehran will be at the forefront of growth in the country’s hospitality and tourism industry.

Furthermore, the existing four and five star hotels are dated and old with the majority
of them requiring extensive renovations and refurbishment in order to reflect international standards.
Since the signing of the interim nuclear agreement in 2013, Tehran’s hoteliers have
reported consistent growth in demand levels, resulting in the four and five star mar-

Tehran

ket achieving occupancy levels in excess of 75 percent in 2015.
The Golestan Palace, a UNESCO World Heritage Site, is a leading attraction in Tehran

With 30 percent of Iran’s public-sector workforce and 45 percent of its large industrial
firms being located in the city, Tehran is considered to be the economic centre of the

“Tehran’s is one of the most underserved hotel markets in
region with only 99 hotels of which only 18 are four and
five star hotels”

country. However, the city’s current infrastructure is failing to keep up with the fast
paced industrial growth, resulting in a number of setbacks such as traffic congestions,

The corporate and government sectors are the major demand generators for hotels in

pollution, housing and electricity shortages.

Tehran, with the corporate segment accounting for almost half of the total demand

Due to the Iranian Government’s complex international relations, a minimal number
of foreign firms are active in the city. However, with the lifting of sanctions on Iran,
more international companies are showing an interest to establish their presence in
the country and take advantage of Iran’s untapped market. The current industries in

for most hotels in the city due to Tehran’s positioning as Iran’s political centre and
commercial hub. A significant portion of Tehran’s hotel market is also reliant on tour
operators as a major source of demand as they play a vital role in bringing both domestic and international travellers to Tehran.

Tehran and the surrounding industrial towns include manufacturing plants for auto-

Despite having turbulent relations with most of the western world in recent years,

mobiles, electronics, electrical equipment, textiles, furniture, sugar, cement and

Iran has managed to maintain friendly relations with a number of countries including

chemical products, all of which are significant contributors to the country’s GDP.

Germany, France South Korea, Japan and China. As a result, Tehran witnesses a signifi-

In addition to a strong industrial presence, Tehran also boasts a number of leisure,

cant number of international leisure and corporate visitors from these source mar-

cultural and architectural attractions including museums, mosques, palaces, modern

kets.

bridges, bazaars, gardens, historical monuments and ski resorts. Some of the famous
landmarks in the city include the Azadi Memorial Tower which was built during the
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TRI Consulting

Exploring Opportunities in Iran’s Hotel Market

TRI Consulting is one of the region’s leading management consultancy firms, specialising in hotels, leisure and real estate. With

Project Experience in Iran

over 20 years of experience in the region, TRI is regularly called upon to advise government entities, publicly listed companies,

Assignment

regional developers, hotel operators and high net worth individuals through their extensive range of services.

Market Opportunities Study for Three, Four and Five Star Hotels
Market and Financial Feasibility Study for a Proposed Five Star Hotel

About the Authors

Market Opportunities Study
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Christopher Hewett | Associate Director

Hotel Operator Report for a Five Star Hotel

A founding partner of TRI in 1995, his areas of specialisation
include site analysis and planning; market analysis and
demand forecasting; facilities recommendations and planning; prospective financial analysis; valuations; raising of
equity and finance; management and contract negotiations;
investment and sensitivity analysis; and tourism development and master planning. Such continuous exposure to,
and study of, hotel, tourism and real estate industries has
provided Peter with an extensive background and understanding of the feeder markets, demand generators and
other key factors affecting future demand levels and characteristics, optimal market positioning for facilities and demand capture.

Christopher joined TRI in 2010 and since then has engaged in
over 120 assignments throughout the MENA region encompassing market and financial feasibility studies, operational
reviews, operator selection and valuations. Christopher has
been involved with all Iranian studies commissioned by our
clients since joining the firm.

Market and Financial Feasibility Study for a Luxury Hotel

He has advised an extensive array of clients ranging from
high net worth individuals to financial institutions and government organisations. He adopts a pragmatic and rational
approach to unique hotel and real estate projects, guiding
clients through the various stages of the development life
cycle.

In his role as Managing Director of TRI, Peter has overseen
more than 750 assignments across the region. He has project
experience in Iran extending back to 1995.
Peter is a frequent speaker at hotel, resort and tourism
industry-related conferences, he is often quoted in trade
magazines.

Pre-Feasibility Studies for Multiple Hotel Projects

Location
Isfahan, Karaj, Kish Island, Mashhad,
Qom, Shiraz, Tehran and Tabriz
Tehran
Mashhad
Tehran
Tehran
Tehran & Caspian Sea

Market and Financial Feasibility Study for a Proposed Five Star Hotel Project

Tehran

Market and Financial Feasibility Study for a Proposed Four Star Hotel Project

Tehran

Market Opportunities Study for Five and Four Star Hotels

Tehran

Hotel Operator Report for a Luxury Hotel

Tehran

Market and Financial Feasibility Study for a Proposed Novotel and Ibis Hotels

Tehran

Market Study for Proposed Four and Five Star Hotels

Kish Island

Opportunities Assessment for Multiple Hotel Projects

Dizin, Tehran & Ramsar

In addition to his consulting activities, Christopher oversees
the marketing and public relations activities of TRI and is a
regular commentator on the regional hotel and tourism
industry, frequently appearing in various media houses as
well as participating in industry conferences, exhibitions and
events.

Sina Yousef Zadeh | Analyst
Sina joined TRI in 2015 and since then he has undertaken
multiple assignments throughout Iran. Sina I who is fluent in
Farsi, is involved in market research, report preparation and
translation . Sina has an in-depth knowledge of the Iranian
market with a particular focus on hotel performance levels
and the compilation and analysis of government statistics.

Prior to his career with TRI , Sina obtained a Bachelor Degree
in Medical Engineering from Queen Mary University, London.

TRI’s Team visiting the Al Borz Mountains outside of Tehran—Christopher Hewett (L) and Peter Goddard (M) Sina Yousef Zadeh (R)
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